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Abstract

This research enhances component-oriented development approaches with the capability to represent the dynamic behavior of the final system through a process model. For an executable system, ordering of the message invocations should also be specified besides the definition of a set of components which only presents a static view. Components, however, are usually server kind software units that respond when a request is made. A central application can be expected to trigger some of the methods while some components will make further requests by themselves, from other components. While providing means for both kinds of communications, the main application should be able to be modelled and executed through the specification of a central process that coordinates the timing and direction of the messages. Once an activation is started from the central process model, a connector assumes further duties in the coordination of the involved interaction. Other capabilities such as adaptation are also incorporated besides the synchronization duties. The considerations in this study have been not to modify existing component models and almost no code writing for integration. Process models can be graphically specified as yet, interpreted leveraging on their capability to invoke external functions. Suggested architecture connects components only to the central process: if interaction is required between two components, that is also managed through the process model.
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1. Introduction

The age old struggle for providing leverage to software developers continues with a variety of techniques, each seeking extraordinary improvement in the development efficiency. It is possible to generalize most of the modern approaches as “compositional” techniques. Recent emphasis in software architecture, supported with domain specific development and also model driven approaches support the production of code in large scales, with less coding effort. Such advances were necessary considering the ever increasing demand for software that has displayed exponential characteristics. It is impossible to supply this demand through manually produced code.

Some of the approaches in this direction, can be listed as Software Product Lines (SPLs), Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), Model-Driven Development (MDD) and other software architecture centric techniques such as component-based and component-oriented development. Many projects employ a mixture of the techniques offered by these approaches. This research also exploits the variability management concept as inspired from the SPL approaches, process
model-based composition as suggested in service-oriented approaches, model-based techniques for the automation of the configuration phase, as well as the component-orientation [1] foundation. This foundation devotes itself completely to development by integration rather than code writing: from the idea formation to executable code, the system is modeled utilizing the component concept – in abstractions in the earlier phases and as code units in the later phases.

System development is now regarded as comprising two major activities: locating components and integrating them. The first activity results in a static view where an analogy can be made to a program having a set of functions to be called, but there is no main program to call them in an order for the correct execution. The second activity, integration is the specification of the order of invocations that is supported with state management. However, since the goal is not writing code but reusing existing components, the integration specification is preferred to be a graphical modeling of a flow specification: there are established tools that enable process modeling that yield a graphical model capable of execution where nodes in the graph corresponding to executable units that can call component methods.

Figure 1 depicts the 2-level structure of the proposed reference architecture. Further decomposition of those levels is not prohibited but the main model should be represented mostly in this context: a global flow ordering and a set of executable functions. A former study [2] laid out the foundation for incorporating connectors for integration. However, components were expected to be modified in that work, possibly requiring the establishment of a new component model for serious utilization. In this article, existing components can be used without modification by means of allocating all the responsibility in the new connector structures. The central process organizes the necessary coordination using the connectors. Components are only incorporated for service requests.

![Figure 1. Abstract reference architecture for composition](image_url)

The suggested composition mechanism is based on many existing concepts that are explained in the remaining part of the paper. Among those, connectors are loaded with extra capabilities...
considering the usual expectations from them.

In the following sections background information and proposed approach are provided. Then, the proposed approach is described with a case study and some ideas are discussed in the discussion section.

2. Background

This section provides some background information about existing concepts. These include structural software units as well as approaches.

2.1. Software Components and Connectors

Components have been the fundamental blocks for software architecture that can be broadly defined as representing a software intensive system by a set of major parts and their connections. Naturally the parts and connections are represented by components and connectors. Components have been offered for efficient reuse, and developed in accordance to a component protocol [3]. They have well defined properties such as the ability to integrate at run-time, besides the platform independence etc. Following their introduction, many component-based development approaches have been studied but as yet, none could become as popular as more general approaches such as object-oriented development. As application domains mature and get populated with reliable components corresponding development techniques should prevail.

Connectors, however have not been specified much. They were only supported as concepts in abstract models, or left to the developers’ preferences to be completely defined during implementation. Integrating components hence required some code writing. A recent study [4] categorized the connectors and assigned types based on wide usage. This supported our expectations about reusable connectors to be utilized in the integration of components without code writing. Connectors are defined with abilities to serve such classification with message transition processing capabilities.

2.2. Component-Based and Component-Oriented Software Development

Components are the elementary building blocks to be utilized in “development by integration”. Many approaches have surfaced to provide component models for the purpose [5]. Components are represented with their published and sometimes required interfaces. The models help in representing components and their integration; some support late switching of alternative components, and configuration of the system based on sets of components. It is possible to configure the internals of the components if the component and the environment agree.

Component-based development approaches are usually emphasizing the implementation-level issues or they follow established system development techniques that also accommodate components in the composition. The most widely used object-oriented model representation, Unified Modeling Language (UML) [6] for example, is supported by tools that rightfully claim to
be object-oriented, as well as component-based. However, in component-orientation, objects or other structures are not referenced. It is assumed that there is a mature domain where there are sufficient number of tested components and engineering know-how has been established in the industry for composing different applications having component definitions in mind. Inspired by the SPLs we can make an analogy to the domain model, where possible requirements analysis for any new project already exists in parts that can be combined. Therefore, the separation of “what to build” and “how to build” has already been exercised at an earlier time for the project. Now, immediately after the request for the next product, engineers should emphasize mapping quickly arranged requirements to existing code – that is components. As a result, the development starts with modeling that considers components in abstraction and continues modeling with components in their implemented states. The developers are only and completely oriented to components, no other structures.

2.3. Variability Management

Emerged during the SPL related work, this capability works after the organization of the product features in a given application domain, as common and variable features. Variability management starts with representation in the domain model, continues with variability elimination in different phases such as design time or run time etc., and preferred to guide the configuration of the product. Resolution of variability eventually defines a product, that has the determined features as well as the common features for the domain. As in the more general concept of late-binding, the later the resolution, the bigger the power.

The early approaches supported the variability representation as it exists in the starting asset that is the domain feature model. Later it was discovered that it becomes very complex to investigate variability as superimposed on a feature model, that grows to huge complexities in realistic industrial applications. Independent variability models were offered and are being successfully used in software development, such as OVM [7] and Covamof [8].

2.4. Service Composition

Service composition can be described as activities to bring existing services together in order to have a composite service. Two main types of service composition are orchestration and choreography [9]. While orchestration represents a centralized perspective, choreography corresponds to a distributed viewpoint. Being a centralized approach, orchestration can describe the behavior of the composition, and this results with an executable model. An orchestrator deals with the coordination of interaction among services in the composition. However, composition logic is distributed in participating services in choreography. This is definition of a protocol that all participating partners must conform to and implement in their services. Therefore, in general choreography is not an executable model [10].
3. Proposed Approach: Variable Connectors

Integrating components is a capability added to the Component-Oriented Software Engineering (COSE) through a recently developed language - XCOSEML [11]. Later, connectors are enhanced with their internal operations [12] to process a message that should be orchestrated between two ports. In this research, one side of a message communication is always the central process model, behaving as a component and invoking the published methods of a real component. A central control is established in the collaboration logic, controlling and coordinating the message traffic towards executing the system functionalities.

The duties listed in the work for classifying connectors [4] can be interpreted as requirements on connectors. We dispatched such duties to the connectors. This decision was for providing “separation of concerns” where components should only contain their functional duties, the process model should concentrate on the coordination, whereas the issues about connections and adaptations due to incompatibilities among components are assigned to connectors.

As a result, connectors came close to components from the point of view of reusing existing elements. Supported by the variability mechanism that provides configuration so that a connector type can be utilized in many different systems serving the small variety they may require, different per system. Of course different versions of a connector type can be utilized at different points in one system also.

The interesting additional capability a connector carries, is the synchronization of the central process and a component’s method. To establish the execution logic, components are triggered by the central process model, whenever their time comes. This is achieved by the central process starting the transition by ordering the connector. The connector invokes the method in the component, before and after providing necessary conversions and returns the result to the executing process model. The current implementation of our solution requires a separate connector between the central process component and any other component for the invocation of any method.

3.1. XCOSEML: Component-Oriented Specification with Variability

This language was developed to support the COSE approach so that further machine processing would be aided, such as verification. Also variability was added, and finally the enhanced connectors are incorporated.

XCOSEML’s variability mechanism is inspired both from OVM and Covamof. Variability model and system model are handled separately in XCOSEML. The language is developed as a text-based language unlike its predecessor – COSEML. Six constructs are defined for the language: package, component, connector, interface, configuration interface, and composition specification. Packages represent logical entities in the model and they are implemented by physical components. Functionality of components are shown by their interfaces in terms of methods. The older abstract definition of connectors is extended by adding further capabilities
Connectors contain the messaging details of the communication: requester and responder interfaces and their corresponding methods. Besides, they can contain some operations on data, such as unit conversion. Configuration interface contains the variability model of the language. It represents variation points, variants, and dependencies between variants, if existing. Variation points and variants are shown in the composition specification by using tags. System configuration in XCOSEML is performed through variant selections in the composition file. When a variation point is bound to a specific variant, corresponding interactions in the composition specification are executed in the final system.

4. Case Study

A scenario for withdrawing money from an Automated Teller Machine (ATM) is articulated in this section for demonstrating the coordination duties of connectors. A bank customer requests to withdraw some money from the ATM. First the customer is verified for security purposes, using the bank card and the password. Then the customer’s account is checked if there is enough balance to allow the requested withdrawal. Finally, the local money storage is queried to check if there is enough cash in the machine.

Due to business requirements, the operations need to be conducted in the specified order. It can be assumed that the target of all these mentioned queries are implemented as components and the checks are conducted through method calls. First observation is, the components themselves should not determine when to activate the method calls – otherwise there needs to be application specific code to be included in them that disqualifies them from being reusable components, turning them into “modules” of the specific application. This example does not include adaptation functions except for the case where there could be synchronization mismatches between the process and the component, where the connector may have to employ a store and forward mechanism.

The application will execute by the processes invoking the related connector for the user verification request. After processing the returned result, another connector that is connected to the target component for querying the balance will be invoked, again by the central process. The execution will continue in this fashion. Figure 2 represents a Sequence Diagram where the central process is represented as an object as well as the Money Bin, and the Accounts Database, so that a sequence diagram can model the interactions among these components. Actually, these units are assumed to be components comprising the ATM system.
In another example a fire extinguisher needs to be started if the temperature is above some value. Here the temperature sensor is a component that provides the result in Fahrenheit and the result needs to be converted to Celsius before the system forwards it to the other component: the extinguisher. In this simple example, the conversion between Fahrenheit and Celsius is assigned to the connector in order to free the other units from adaptation details. Although the two examples demonstrated coordination and adaptation separately, in general, the connectors may need both of the capabilities.

4. Discussions

A central control has been established for coordinating the message traffic in an effort to integrate components into an application. The reference architecture emphasizes a two-level hierarchy in the structural units that will be connected for interactions. However, the connection between the central component that is enacting the process for the overall control and other components employs a connector. Any other pairs of components would require a connector and the process is also implemented as a connector. Therefore, a detailed view where further levels in the hierarchy are possible. A component can act proactive and invoke other components methods, or as a request coming from the central process requires, the component trying to respond, may need service from other components. These options are also available. However, an emphasis on the two-level organization is supported by the authors due to the expectation that mature domains will enable this kind of an architecture that will end up with simple and consistent designs.

On the other hand, a pro-active behavior by a component that is targeting a notification to the central process is not compliant at first look. However, besides the option to allow exceptions, this kind of a communication that suggests “interrupt” mode whereas the suggested mode is poll-based, it is possible to accommodate bottom-up requests within the general behavior. In that case, the connector would assume a different kind of synchronization: The center can make its request and the connector will wait for the component’s request. Then response to the center’s request can be processed. In such a scenario, the later arriving request between the center and the components, will start the action. Consequently, this “interrupt” can be served in a poll-based manner, when the center is ready.
The suggested architecture is for general information systems. If there are hard real-time problems, the top-down controlled synchronization and repeating of messages due to the connectors inserted between the communicating parties, this approach may prove inefficient. In such cases, if possible, eliminating the connectors or loading them with different synchronization functions may serve the purpose.

Composition specification of XCOSEML was inspired from XChor – a variability-intensive choreography language for SOA [13]. This work is an effort towards supporting component-oriented development with executable compositions. Therefore, it can be said that the category of the XCOSEML’s composition specification has shifted from choreography to orchestration by accepting a centralized and executable approach.

Conclusions

A process modeling approach has been proposed as the central control unit for the coordination of components, to provide a consistent integration mechanism. Suggested approach will enable development of big applications to a great extent without code writing. However, some requirements may render the approach inefficient. Through investigations on example modeling and development studies it has been observed that integration of components is possible without code writing. The approach is in need for powerful tools. Existing tools include graphical model builders for component-oriented development, text-based tools for specifying compositions, and transforming facilities for verification of the models through existing tools. Although the integration effort is achieved through text-based specifications, it is not difficult to directly use the graphical model for the purpose- that is the most attractive next step in our future work. Different communication models can be addressed in further future work so that the approach is not only for a top-down coordination with a central control unit.
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